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8UB£KTt Guidance to Bcrofino RflMAOUJX for hl« Meeting with Bum bio HJJAL 
on 26 Juno to DIscum MUJAL'o List of CTC Leaders (copy attach**) 
and Answer MUJAL'e He^uast tor Ccaments as to Which of Then Might 
ba Acceptable to HD.

r- n1. Ga 22 June Messrs. Davis and MaeFeejof XCD callsd on Mr. Reichhardt, 
URA/PA, *** request** aseisCSBee in giving guidance to RONADWX for bis discussion 
with MUJAL on 26 June of the attached list of CTC leaders, which was prepared by 
MDJAL for the purpree of determining from BCMADUtX which of thee* Leaders night be 
acceptable far inclusion in a Labor front to function as part of the FRD. Mr. 
Reichhardt said ho would Like to review the background on this before giving then 
•a answer.

v>]L
2. OB 23 June Mr.|M>cFee]met with Mr. Reichhardt and Miss Tharpe. Vitb 

reference to MJ JAL’• tau^of a Labor front in connection with the FRD, Mr. Reichhardt 
•aid we bad no knowledge of any plan for a Labor front as such. Nr. Reichhardt 
referred to the agreement between XCD and WR/b that there would be no official con. 
taet with MUJAL and RCMADUJX's contact would bo continued only for the purpose of 
monitoring, and that to the extent possible CXA assets would be used to negate 
MUJAL'b activities. Re also Motioned that Tony VARglA had said he would talk to
ISJJAL from time to time in order to be Informed of what MJJAL was doing, but be 
bad no idea of including MUJAL, or any ^f his group, in the FED complex. Mr. 

C Reichhardt said he felt it Bust be assumed that HJJAL is aware of RCNADWZ's con. 
neetlon with the U.S. Government and would, therefore, interpret RCNAUWI'e reply 

V ■ as official approval or disapproval. In view of the above, Mr. Reichhardt recommended
/ that RONAUWX's response to MUJAL should ba that the choice of labor leaders to be

affiliated with the FRD is an FED matter and would have to be decided by FRD leaders, 
but it was ROMMJUJX's personal opinion that none of the CTC leaders Listed by MJJAL 

.. would bs acceptable to the FRD because of their affiliation with the BATISTA regime.
Se suggested that If MJJAL pressed RQMAUWI for an answer, he might tell ~e-IAL he 
should take the matter up with VARCRA.

1J. Mr.|MaaFeejagreed with the above in principle and thought RsKAG^^’e reply 
to MJJAL should be along those lines. However, he brought up the matter of VARCBA's 

■ selection of Rafael OTERO, who le closely allied with MJJAL, to make a speaking 
tour of latin America! and mentioned that YARCMA had previously indicated an Interest 
In Manolo FSBHAHDEZ of the Artists Union. Both OTERO and FERHABDE2 are Included on 
ISJJAL'a Hot. Mr. Reichhardt said he did not know VARONA's reason for selecting

> vBbSQ for this tour, but slues it was not to begin until 1 July, Mr. Droller would
- haw time to discuss the matter again with VARCHA and take some action if It was

i?decided that OTERO is too closely allied with HJJAL to be effective with Latin 
Amar loan labor movements, Mr. [fUcFee]renurksd that OTERO is well known to labor 
movements In other Latin AMrldim countries, but ho is not an effective speaker and j

£ ■ is * teewn MJJALSSTA . fV? '
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